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SUPPORT THOSE THAT SUPPORT YOU
TOM SCHRADER – UFAA PRESIDENT

I will make no bones about it. This is a request for
donations, and this is the part of the article where
90% of you will just move on to the next page. Before
you do, let me ask you a question, do you read UFAA’s
quarterly publication The Voice? Are you one of those
agents that reads it cover to cover and then files it
away to be able to reference? Now for the real question…why are you not supporting the only group created for the sole purpose of assisting Farmers Agents
with their business and livelihood?

Whenever any organization asks for donations, the
few take up the torch and donate to make sure that
they keep receiving the information, assistance, and
support that goes along with their backing. But this
isn’t about them, this is not about those agents that
are members and give of their time and energy to
making sure that the Agency Force has the tools they
need to run a successful business. It is about those
agents that don’t belong, about those agents that
ride on the coattails of the agents that are stepping
up both with time and money.
Saying “Someone else will give” does not cut it.
Relying on someone else to make sure that you are
receiving information and assistance to make the
most knowledgeable decisions about your Agency
and your livelihood doesn’t sound like a great idea
to me. Several times UFAA has quoted Theodore
Roosevelt as saying “Every man owes a part of his
time and money to the business or industry in which
he is engaged. No man has the moral right to withhold his support from an organization that is striving
to improve conditions within his sphere.” This is as
true today as it was when he said it so very long ago.
It is a very simple concept; either you give, or you are
carried by those who do. The Farmers Agency Force
is a community. There is no wall between UFAA and
the Agency Force, we are in this community, and we
are going down this path together, all of us. Do more
than read this plea and move on to the next story,
don’t put joining or donating on the back burner one
more time. Why not make a commitment to supporting those that are trying to support you? Become an
active participant in the Association that has been
supporting the Agency Force for over 50 years!
You see, UFAA is much more than a bunch of accomplishments or a dry list of benefits. Instead, we are a
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living, breathing Association of professional Farmers
Agents, a collective conscious if you will. Just as UFAA
supports the Agency Force, UFAA needs the support
of the Agency Force. You don’t need to be a member
of the Association to support the Association, though
membership does have its benefits.
You can support UFAA by helping us know what is
going on around the Country. Did you see a Bulletin
on Dashboard that seems to contradict something in
the contract? Did Farmers or an agent you know go
above and beyond in servicing a policyholder? Do you
have a workaround for Dashboard or a tip to make the
process of quoting easier? We want to know about
these things. We want to know if there is legislation
going on in your state that is detrimental to Insurance
Agents or legislation that will benefit agents.
You can also support UFAA by donating. You can support the Legal/Legislative Fund used to obtain legal
opinions, pay for transcripts from legal actions, and
help individual agents with cases affecting all agents
or be used to help support the process of legislative actions affecting agents. You could support the
Recruitment Fund used to finance the publication of
the Voice, UFAA’s Quarterly Magazine, mass mailings
to non-members and other membership growth projects. Perhaps you would prefer to support UFAA by
giving to the General Fund used for special projects,
normal business expenses, and information dissemination.
As an agent, you work hard every day to help educate your policyholders about the value of insurance
and peace of mind it provides. You help protect families from the double tragedy of losing their earthly
possessions and lacking the means to rebuild. And
you take pride in your work because you know that
insurance is a prudent investment of resources.
Like you, UFAA takes pride in its work on behalf of
its constituents - the Farmers Agency Force. And like
you UFAA’s success depends on individuals making
the smart choice and realizing that an ounce of prevention really is worth a pound of cure. Don’t wait
until you receive that call saying, “We need to meet.”
There are over 8,000 Captive Farmers Agents. If
every agent gave $50 or $100 you can imagine the
impact. Take a moment and go online and donate or
join today. www.ufaa.com
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FARMERS INSURANCE AGREES TO
HISTORIC SETTLEMENT IN CALIFORNIA
AGENTS’ CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT
DIRK A. BEAMER – WRIGHT BEAMER, ATTORNEYS

In 2017, a group of Farmers insurance agents in California filed a class action lawsuit in Los Angeles
County (Parry et al. v. Farmers Insurance Exchange,
et al.). The Plaintiffs alleged several violations of
California’s Labor Code, as well as violations of the
state’s Business and Professions Code. Specifically,
the complaint filed by the Plaintiffs alleges:

1. That Farmers wrongfully failed to reimburse
agents for certain mandatory business expenditures.
2. That Farmers’ conduct amounted to violations
of California’s Unfair Competition Law; and
3. That Farmers wrongfully misclassified its
agents as Independent Contractors even
though they were de facto employees under
California law.
In early 2021, the trial court granted the Plaintiffs’
motion for class certification. The resulting class
of plaintiffs included any current or former Farmers
Agent in California who was under contract with
Farmers at any point in time between November 10,
2013, and March 8, 2022. Having lost the battle over
class certification, Farmers appears to have engaged
in settlement discussions in earnest, and the parties
announced a settlement earlier this year.
On March 8, 2022, the court granted preliminary approval to the proposed settlement between the Plaintiff class and the Farmers Defendants. Here are some
key points and limitations of the pending settlement:
1. The settlement is (as of August 18, 2022)
still tentative.
Farmers has reserved the right to back out of the settlement if not enough agents participate. Why would
Farmers want agents to participate? Presumably to
make sure Farmers has “bought its peace” and has
assured itself of the elimination of any similar lawsuit
4

in the future. As of this date, it appears a sufficient
number of agents will participate to ensure Farmers
does not back out of the deal. The final court hearing
to approve the settlement is scheduled for November
10, 2022.
2. The settlement is limited to California agents.
Assuming the settlement is approved, any current or
former Farmers agent in California who was under
contract at any point between November 10, 2013,
and March 8, 2022, will be included in, and affected
by, the settlement … unless he or she actively opts
out of the class. New California agents will not be
directly affected by, or included in, the settlement. It
is possible, but not required, that Farmers will offer
new agents a contract that is more consistent with the
terms of the settlement applicable to class members.
Agents outside of California will not be directly affected. Again, it is possible that Farmers will
voluntarily modify its contract or its practices
elsewhere to be more consistent with the results
in California or that litigation in other states will
lead to similar results. However, this class action
was premised on employment law statutes that
are unique to California; thus, it is not a given that
similar litigation will be successful elsewhere.
Local management will be unaware of whether an
agent participates, and Farmers cannot retaliate in
any way for participation.
3. Financial benefits.
All class members will share in the first $40,000,000
“pot” of funds made available. Out of this pot, legal
fees and expenses will be paid. The balance will be
automatically distributed to class members based
on the number of years during the class window
(November 2013 to March 2022) a person was an
agent. By way of estimate only, a four-year agent
would receive $3,000 (before attorney fees and costs)
and an eight-year agent would receive $6,200 (again,
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before attorney fees and costs). The actual dollar
amounts will vary depending on how many agents
“opt out” of the class.

•

the existing required 90-day notice of voluntary quit by agents is replaced with a shorter
60 day notice requirement

In addition to the first pot, there will be a second pot
of up to $35,000,000. To share in these dollars, class
members must submit a claim form substantiating
eligible “Smart Office” expenses paid by the agent.
The claim should list as many eligible expenses as
possible, but any given agent’s share of the second
pot will be capped at $10,000. The window to submit
those claims has now closed.

•

certain requirements for bonus eligibility will
be eliminated

•

customer service standards for class members will be eliminated

•

an anonymous complaint procedure for
agents will be introduced.

4. Contractual Benefits and Changes.
The terms of the Agents Appointment Agreement
(AAA), which is the contract between Farmers and
its agents, will be automatically changed in certain
respects for class members. Changes include the
following:
•

90-day termination without cause will be
eliminated

•

6-month termination without cause will
be added

•

immediate termination for cause is unchanged
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By participating, class members waive and release
any future ability to sue over the misclassification issue or the expenditure issue. Farmers agents will remain independent contractors, not employees, under
California law.
Conclusion.
This is an important, concrete victory for class members and their attorneys. As I have written elsewhere,
I see no reason for eligible class members to opt out.
That said, I do not see this settlement changing the
long-term trajectory whereby Farmers and other
captive carriers continue to shrink the agency force
and squeeze agency revenue.
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ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
BY STEVE WOODWORTH

I have had the fantastic opportunity to be in the insurance marketplace for almost 30 years. For the past
20 years, many of the most rewarding experiences
have been from assisting agents transitioning from
captive to independent agency ownership or providing options for existing independent agents (IAs)
looking for ways to increase agency revenue.

From a historical perspective, many of the traditional insurance aggregation models, which I will simply
refer to in this article as “groups”, quickly grew 20+
years ago due to captive agents’ demand to simply
gain access to carriers. At that time, groups had the
“upper hand” to include many restrictive clauses in
agreements that made it difficult for agents to separate from the group relationship if they felt the group
no longer offered benefits that outweighed the fees
to be a member.

groups, you may be considering. Will they provide
you with first-class training, resources and/or assistance…or will they leave in you in the lurch to figure
out for yourself? Unfortunately, this happens more so
than you would think! For agents, this is often demoralizing and frustrating, and leads to disenchantment with the carrier and the group. And if it persists
for a prolonged period, it can force the agent to seek
opportunities elsewhere or leave the industry all together. Unfortunately, this normally involves more financial risk.
If you are an agent who is looking at independent
agency ownership opportunities, there is more to
consider. Several important premises to know are:
· No two groups are exactly alike.
· The only similarities between groups are:

I also realized how important it was to have the right
tools, training, and support.

a.

they “aggregate” premium for bonuses,

Whether captive or independent, success often depends on the foundation and support you receive
from your carrier(s) and group you affiliate with.

b.

provide carrier access,

· Do not assume all groups split commissions and
bonuses equally

No agent can be an island in this business, which is
why it is important to be diligent when assessing the
6
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The following is a list of questions I have developed
for agents to ask when interviewing independent
agency groups regarding ownership opportunities.
I would ask the group representative to put all responses in writing so there is less misunderstanding
of what you were told.
They are:
1.

Are there any initial startup fees to join?

3. What tools/software and support are provided
by the group to get my agency operational?
4. Are there other tools and/or software not provided by the group that I will need to purchase?
5. Are there monthly base fees?
6. What ongoing benefits, services or programs
are provided in return for monthly fees? (I.e.,
software, E&O, technical support, etc.)
Are there other monthly fees – such as commission splits – which I am obligated to pay?

8. Are there production requirements required by
the group to remain?
9.

Are there carrier production requirements for
access? (Sometimes a moving target, but they
can at least provide current requirements)

10. Does the group share in contingency bonuses?
a. If so, how are they shared?
b. Are all bonuses/extra incentives shared with
agents?
11. What are the criteria to earn bonuses? (i.e., minimum earned premium, time in group, individual
agency profitability, group profitability?)
12. Am I able to obtain independent financing to
purchase other agency books or implement
marketing plans without the approval of the
group? (Normally never asked, but important as
you grow)
13. What additional tools and support are available
to assist me in managing my agency to grow a
large, profitable book of business?
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15. If I decide to leave the group and want to take
my book, are there exit fees?
a.

2. What is included in the startup fees?

7.

14. Are there any clauses in the agreement where
I could be involuntarily forced to leave the
group? If so, are there exit or penalty fees and
what happens to the book of business?

If so, how much?

b. Are my codes, business and data released or am
I required to broker of record (BOR) my business
16. If there are no exit fees, is there a period that I
cannot compete for the book I built while with
the group?
17. Is there a time element I am obligated to stay in
the group before I can exit?
18. Is there a specific time required after notice
before I can exit group? (I.e., 30-days, 90-days,
180-days, etc.?)
19. When I am ready to sell my agency, what costs
do I incur when selling to an agency that is affiliated with the group?
20. What if I sold my agency to an individual/agency outside of the group, what is process and
costs to do so?
Getting the answers to these questions will help an
agent evaluate and understand the group. I also recommend that agents request a list of all agents affiliated with the group(s) being evaluated. The “real
proof in the pudding” is how the group is viewed by
their existing agent associates. These agents will give
frank and honest reviews and will add additional value when making your decision on group affiliations.
I wish you all the very best in your journey and encourage you to reach out if I could assist you.
Steve Woodworth currently is President of Agent Associations with CLI Select Agencies. He started his insurance
career in 1992. “Woody,” as Steve is known in the industry,
has assisted literally hundreds of other agents in this process. If you have any questions, comments, or just want to
discuss groups you are evaluating, Steve can be reached
at woody@cliselect.com (email) or (623) 466-3942 (cell)
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CATEGORY 1 (OR COVERAGE QUESTION CLAIMS)
AND YOUR FARMERS SPONSORED
ERRORS AND OMISSIONS
KEVIN DAHLKE - UFAA E&O PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
www.groupeando.com

There is a significant issue with the Farmers Sponsored Agent’s E&O coverage program. On the first
page of the policy insuring agreement, when describing when an agent is covered, the sponsored
plan carves out an exception when you write a policy
with the Company. This wording is a carve-out and is
sometimes referred to as the Category One exclusion
or a Coverage Question claim.
Agents have coverage under the policy for:
b. Soliciting, servicing, placing or binding policy
coverage on behalf of Farmers Insurance
Exchange unless:
I.

II.

The policy coverage met the underwriting
guidelines of Farmers Insurance Exchange
as set forth in writing by Farmers Insurance
Exchange; and
The DAMAGES would have been covered
by Farmers Insurance Exchange pursuant
to the terms and conditions of the subject
policy coverage if such policy coverage
had been in force.

Suppose an agent writes a piece of business through
a Farmers company and makes an error, neglecting
to cover something available to that insured from
Farmers. The insured qualified for the coverage,
8

which would apply to the claim in question. In that
case, that error is excluded from the agent’s E&O
policy.
No agent or the Company has come forward with
any documentation showing an explicit statement
that Farmers will cover the agent’s claim. The agent’s
coverage remains solely at Farmer’s discretion.
Moreover, documentation is available of excluded
agent claims where Farmer’s has refused to reform
coverage and cover the agent’s claim.
The UFAA plan contains no such exclusion, and coverage would apply as with any claim.
To eliminate this exclusion, have coverage for all carriers and staff, and probably save money, go to www.
groupeando.com for a quote. If you bind coverage,
the forms to cancel with Farmers are provided. Your
benefit elections are considered private information.
The benefit enrollment period does not control the
dates where you may cancel the Farmers sponsored
Agent’s E&O plan.
With questions, please call KDIB, Inc. 619 287 8613
The products/plans advertised herein are not sponsored, approved, or endorsed by, or otherwise affiliated with, Farmers Group, Inc.
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More Choices. Better Service.

FRANCHISE BENEFITS
Access to competitive nationwide and regional
insurance markets
Access to premier agency management system
Brand Identity
Inclusion in carrier contingency BONUS plan
Ability to sell your agency & receive FULL VALUE
Security of franchise laws to protect your
investment in the agency

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR A
CONFIDENTIAL MEETING IN YOUR
AREA: JEFF WILSON
SEPTEMBER 2022
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Geico to Shut Down Agency O ces in California
Agency owners will have 30 days until the termination of their contracts with the No. 2
auto carrier, sources familiar with the development tell P&C Specialist.
By Varada Bhat | July 21, 2022
Auto insurance giant Geico is closing down local agency o�ces in California as the carrier’s rising
loss ratio and inadequate rate increases continue to plague its bottom line, sources say.
The decision will impact 36 Geico local o�ces in the Golden State,
according to people familiar with the development. These agency
owners will have 30 days until the termination of their contract, the
Berkshire Hathaway-owned insurer told agents during a conference
call on Wednesday.
Geico’s independent agents, or Geico Field Representatives (GFR),
sell and service policies in areas predetermined by the company
Geico.com
management. GFRs are not considered company employees, and
neither are their staff, but they contribute to Geico’s growth by
helping the carrier cross-sell various products to consumers.
Geico o�ce at night/From

Geico didn’t respond to a P&C Specialist request for comment.
The move comes a few months after the insurer announced it would pause sales of new auto
policies via its call centers in more than a dozen states, as reported by P&C Specialist.
“The industry is facing challenges as a result of increases in vehicle repair costs, used car prices,
and increased driving, which leads to more accidents,” Geico had said in an internal memo in April.
“Controlling pro�table growth has always been an important part of our overall company strategy.”
The regulatory landscape in California makes it slow to approve auto insurance rate increases.
Insurers can only request a maximum rate hike of 6.9% at a time. Requests that go over the 6.9%
threshold can trigger a hearing process under Proposition 103, which can be cumbersome.

Related Content
July 15, 2022

Auto Insurers Continue Long Wait for Rate
Increase in California
April 29, 2022

Geico’s Decision to Halt Phone Sales in
Several States Could be Mimicked by Other
Carriers
https://www.pandcspecialist.com/pc/3684784/474444?all=true

If Geico cannot rapidly get the rate increases it needs
to stay viable in given states, the insurer is likely to
scale back its new business and let other carriers
take losses in those regions, experts say. In this case,
Geico is eliminating access to its agent contractors
to reduce new sales and make it challenging to buy
policies.
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Geico Halts Policy Sales Via Phone in More
Than Dozen States
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In addition, California reported a 17.2% increase in
estimated tra�c fatalities during the �rst nine
months of 2021, according to data released by the
National Highway Tra c Safety Administration. An
estimated 3,246 people lost their lives in tra�c

deaths in California during the period.
The Chevy Chase, Md.-based auto insurer enjoyed strong pro�tability in 2020 as it bene�ted from a
drop in miles driven and decreased accident frequency when lockdowns kept many drivers off the
roads. Now, growing numbers of people are commuting again, and auto insurers are contending
with rising accident frequency, higher claims costs, and supply-chain snarls.
Geico’s Q1 2022 underwriting pro�t was pinched by rising auto claims frequency and severity. It
generated an underwriting loss of $178 million in the �rst quarter compared with a pro�t of $1.02
billion in the same period the previous year. The insurer’s combined ratio ballooned to 101.9 from
88.5 in Q1 2021.
The company is also struggling with its status as the No. 2 private-passenger auto insurer as
Progressive has steadily closed the gap with it during the pandemic era, as reported. In the second
quarter of 2020, Geico had a $771 million premium lead over Progressive ($8.87 billion versus $8.1
billion), data from S&P Capital IQ Pro shows. As of Q1 2022, Geico’s lead shrunk to $186 million.
Further, Progressive, the third largest private auto insurer, grew at a rate of 7.7% YOY in the �rst
quarter of this year, versus 7.3% YOY for Geico, according to S&P.

P&C Specialist is a copyrighted publication. P&C Specialist has agreed to make available
its content for the sole use of the employees of the subscriber company. Accordingly, it
is a violation of the copyright law for anyone to duplicate the content of P&C Specialist
for the use of any person, other than the employees of the subscriber company.
An Information Service of Money-Media, a Financial Times Company

https://www.pandcspecialist.com/pc/3684784/474444?all=true
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SMART SUCCESS STORY #8627
superhero agent profile

Jeremy’s Story

THIS SCRATCH AGENCY
WENT FROM ZERO TO A
$1.6 MILLION DOLLAR BOOK
IN JUST 18 MONTHS.
Big city success story? Nope, Jeremy is in a small town.
Big marketing budget?

No, he didn’t spend a dime.

But, after ten years as a captive agent, he knew a thing
or two. Jeremy explained, “Everyone was completely
flabbergasted when I told them I was leaving to go
independent. I was doing very well and had a great,
comfortable job, but unfortunately, I had reached a
plateau and couldn’t go any higher unless I decided to
leave and be an agency owner myself.”
After meeting with a few networks, Jeremy partnered
with Smart Choice. “Having access to their advisors was
an amazing resource – helping me put a strong foundation in place so my agency could succeed immediately.”
Jeremy has earned his agency 165 Five Star Google
reviews, in under two years. His close ratio has gone from
30% to 85-90% since his transition to the independent
world.

His retention ratio for core clientele hovers

around the 98% mark. “Early on, Smart Choice set me
up with a major carrier who hadn’t appointed anyone in
the state in two years, and the carrier rep met with me
solely because his relationship and history with Smart
Choice was so solid that I was able to get that meeting
simply because they vouched for me.” Truly heroic!
want to learn more about how
smart choice can help you
start or grow your own agency,
then give us a call at

888.264.3388 or visit us online
www.smartchoiceagents.com.

HOW TO MAKE THE TRANSITION FROM
CAPTIVE AGENT TO INDEPENDENCE
KATIE WILMOTH – SMART CHOICE

If you’ve been a dedicated insurance agent for most
of your career but are tired of feeling unable to meet
your clients’ needs due to limited product options,
premium rate hikes, and an increasingly hard marketplace, you aren’t alone.
Carriers across the board are tightening their guidelines in light of economic inflation, higher loss ratios,
and more.
The Pandemic’s Impact on the
Insurance Landscape

Since the beginning of the pandemic, the insurance
marketplace has evolved rapidly. While some of this
is simply due to regular, cyclical changes, the pandemic escalated the scale of the market firming, as
carriers, agents, and consumers continue to react
and adjust to changing customer needs.
Carriers are changing how they package policies and
changing their rating guidelines. Due to these changes, Excess, Surplus, and Specialty lines carrier market share has risen dramatically in the last several
years. Many carriers are going direct to consumers,

non-renewing agency codes, and/or increasingly
partnering with independents.
Increased Competition from Independent Agents
Now, more than ever, it’s essential to have a diverse
portfolio of products in your agency’s pocket and
to be able to put together an appropriate coverage
package for most of your clients. This has dedicated
agents feeling the pressure of competition from independents and frustrated as they struggle to grow
their revenue. If you’re a captive experiencing these
challenges and feeling lost about how to transition
into the independent world, an independent agency
network can help guide you.
Barriers to Becoming an Independent Agent and
How to Overcome Them
Dedicated agents hold an advantage in being welltrained, seasoned veterans in the industry. However,
the thought of leaving to open their own independent agency from scratch and without assistance
can seem daunting. The benefits can outweigh the
risks though, as independent agents have access to
(continued on next page)
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a multitude of different coverage options for their clients, leading to higher close ratios, increased business, and an overall much more profitable venture.
For the agent wishing to take the leap toward independent, agency networks can be a key piece of the
puzzle in helping a new or established agents navigate the journey from captive to independent.
Accessing Appointments and Establishing Carrier
Relationships
Many agents feel intimidated about going through the
appointment process and obtaining highly regarded
carriers. Former dedicated agents already have a solid foundational knowledge of writing insurance but
may not have built relationships outside their primary
carrier. Networks can assist agents in getting started
in the independent world and finding appointments,
as they have built and established relationships with
hundreds of carriers.
Another difficulty captives may face is learning how
to balance satisfying the volume requirements expected of numerous carriers. Agency networks, clusters groups, and aggregators work with new agents
to negotiate lower volume requirements on your behalf. While you’ll usually be expected to share a portion of the commissions you earn, partnering with a
group like this can make it much easier to grow your
book and increase revenue faster. The network will
also negotiate higher than direct commission percentages and give you the chance to share in bonus/
contingency opportunities from the combined network premium.
Promoting Your Independent Insurance Agency
It can be intimidating to go from having the name
recognition of a large carrier on your door to being
a small start-up agency with no national marketing
budget. There is no parent carrier feeding you customers or clients.

•

Always ask your current clients for referrals and
Google reviews.

•

Spend the money to set up an easy-to-navigate,
professional website.

•

Be active on your business’s social media pages.

•

Cold call through social media avenues like
LinkedIn and cheap Facebook advertising.

•

Post helpful and relevant content that answers
potential clients’ insurance questions.

Learning Complex Products and Markets
It is a steep learning curve to be able to remember,
learn and navigate many different carrier products
and markets. Agency networks have dedicated sales
staff in each state who are experts and extremely
knowledgeable about all the other markets available.
They also have local and regional carrier relationships and can put you in touch with those reps when
you need guidance or assistance.
When you’re ready to expand into different lines of
business, they provide dedicated staff to help you
learn how to write business in unfamiliar territory.
Having a partner to use as a resource during this
time is a critical step in ensuring agency success.
While many factors contribute to starting a successful agency, having an expert partner by your side is
one way to ensure your success and not have to go
it alone!
For more information, or to find out how you can
make the leap to independence, go to www.smartchoiceagents.com.

Utilize free marketing via social media as much as
possible and focus on what sets independents apart,
like the ability to customize coverage AND find it at
the most competitive rate. A large portion of your initial and continuing client base will come from referral
business — and your reputation will be of critical importance.
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Integrity,
Strength,
Longevity &
Freedom.

You have built an agency to
provide peace-of-mind to those
you serve in your communities, and to
secure a bright future for your family and staff.
It is time for you to have the same peace-of-mind by
joining an insurance family that has 21 years of proven
success helping agents, like you, build strong profitable,
independent agencies. The Insurance Industry may be volatile,
but the future of your agency doesn’t have to be.

Everything
you stand for,
everything you’ve
been looking for.
SEPTEMBER 2022

twfg.com/freedom
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Allstate’s New Agent Comp Structure to Focus on
Bundling
Allstate’s proposed changes to the compensation structure for agents emphasize
bundling to attract long-term policyholders and bringing in new business to increase
market share.
By Varada Bhat | July 13, 2022
Allstate’s proposed changes to the compensation structure for agents emphasize bundling to
attract long-term policyholders and bringing in new business to increase market share.
In its agent town hall meeting held less than two weeks ago, Allstate said that “bundling is going to
be increasingly important in 2023” and that bundled policies across personal lines will garner higher
renewal commissions compared to monoline policies, according to internal documents and video
recordings obtained by P&C Specialist.
“We’re aligning our compensation to create greater value for our customers, your agency, and
Allstate. Bundling improves the value we provide our customers and increases their lifetime value,
allowing us to reward you at higher levels, improve retention and generate greater returns for your
agency,” Allstate’s Phil Telgenhoff, SVP, west zone leader, told exclusive agents during the town hall.
“Creating a compensation program that rewards you for the value created is crucial in our evolution
strategy. Our plan also creates more �exibility for your agency to reduce costs and focus more on
sales.”
Allstate said it is transforming to provide new and existing customers with the best price, products
and services. “Allstate redesigned 2023 exclusive agent compensation to respond to changing
market conditions and provide higher commissions when agents meet more of our customers’
protection needs,” the company spokesperson said in an email.
But the announcement has struck like a thunderclap among Allstate’s captive agent network as
many agents gear up to accept the new norm in agency operations. “Most agents are not wanting to
completely retool their operations to go from sales and service to being mainly a sales-driven
operation,” said Ted Paris, executive director of the National Association of Professional Allstate
Agents.
Carriers have long encouraged customers to bundle home and auto policies as these policyholders
tend to have higher retention rates. Bundled customers end up having more complex insurance
needs beyond auto and home, so attracting them increases the chance of cross-selling. Progressive
refers to these customers as “Robinsons” and in its latest annual report said that this segment of its
customer base grew by 13% last year.
16
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“Beyond the ability to capture a greater share of that household’s premium, bundled customers tend
to have higher tenure, meaning they stick around longer, which means a higher lifetime value of that
customer to the carrier,” said Martin Ellingsworth, executive managing director, P&C Insurance
Intelligence, at J.D. Power. Bundled policies pose a greater barrier to defection as it takes much
more effort to switch three to four products than just to move a monoline auto policy.
In an internal communication with agents obtained by P&C Specialist, Allstate said a single auto
policy has a retention rate of 79% and a life expectancy of just over �ve years. Meanwhile, preferred
auto and home bundles represent 90% plus retention and a 12- to 14-year life expectancy.
The Northbrook, Ill.-based insurer will renew
monoline auto policies written in 2023 at a
June 29, 2022
commission of 4%, and bundled standard auto
Allstate Unveils New Comp Structure for
policies, which could include auto and renters or
Agents for 2023
home and life, will renew at a commission of around
6%. Meanwhile, a preferred bundled policy will receive
December 7, 2020
a 7% renewal rate. Typically, preferred bundles
Allstate Retools to Look More Like
include households with at least a standard auto and
Progressive
home or condo policy. Similarly, monoline
homeowners and condo insurance will receive a base
commission of 7%, while bundled will renew at 9%, and the preferred bundle will get 10%.

Related Content

Starting in 2023, Allstate will be upping the new business “effective compensation rate” for its
captive agents to 25% to -30% from 17% to 20%. When bundled or cross selling an additional policy,
the compensation on these lines will be higher.
“The compensation rates are going to vary depending on both bundling status and line of business,”
said Allstate’s Vicki Adamczyk, sales zone leader, central west zone, during the presentation.
For instance, if a household has a standard auto policy written for $600 and a homeowners policy
for $1,200, and both policies are issued in January, it will be considered a preferred bundle,
Adamczyk explained. Under the present compensation structure, if the agent can hit his variable
compensation goals, the agent will get 25% on auto for the �rst six months and 20% on home for the
full year, which equals nearly $390 for new business compensation. At the time of the �rst renewal,
the standard auto �rst renewal rate will drop to 9%, leading to a total payment of $444. Meanwhile,
with the new compensation structure, the agent will continue to get 25% on auto for the �rst six
months, but for a homeowners policy, the agent could receive 37% for that �rst full year. This would
translate to $594 in new business compensation. However, if the agent is still achieving his variable
compensation goals at the time of renewal, his standard auto �rst renewal rate stays at 25%,
potentially earning $744 as total compensation.
“To take advantage of the compensation system, it boils down to two things — volume and
bundling,” Adamczyk said.
Most agents think the strategy is short-sighted, although focusing on new business might possibly
increase market share in the short term. “If the new business causes the combined loss ratio to go
up, Allstate will raise rates that put even more pressure on retention and the acquisition of new
SEPTEMBER 2022
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business. All of these factors will make the transition more challenging than one might think,” Paris
added.
In addition, agents believe the new plan will lead to reduced renewal income, which may lead to
other challenges such as spending additional money on marketing to sell more policies. They will
have to either retrain or replace staff since selling and servicing require different skill sets.
“Those agents who see the new commission rate as a positive and as a way to grow in the future,
they are all in. Others are not so enthusiastic,” Paris added. “All change is always met with doubt and
concern. Time will tell if the new program being introduced will be successful or not.”

P&C Specialist is a copyrighted publication. P&C Specialist has agreed to make available
its content for the sole use of the employees of the subscriber company. Accordingly, it
is a violation of the copyright law for anyone to duplicate the content of P&C Specialist
for the use of any person, other than the employees of the subscriber company.
An Information Service of Money-Media, a Financial Times Company
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EMPLOYEE HANDBOOKS:
A CAUTIONARY TALE

EVAN CHALL, WRIGHT-BEAMER LAW FIRM

Employee handbooks can provide important legal
protection for employers. However, imprecise drafting or inattentiveness to legal requirements can undermine the effectiveness of a handbook or create
unintended effects.

In Chambers v. Catholic Charities of Shiawassee &
Genesee Counties, the defendant employer learned
this lesson the hard way. The employer initially obtained dismissal of the lawsuit on the basis that the
parties had entered into arbitration agreements. But
in reviewing the case, the Michigan Court of Appeals
noted that although the employees each signed an
alleged arbitration agreement, the document in question was located within an employee handbook and
contained a disclaimer stating: “The provisions of this
arbitration procedure does not create any contract of
employment, express or otherwise, and does not, in
any way, alter the ‘at-will’ employment relationship
between the parties.” Based on the language of the
disclaimer and the presence of the purported agreement within the handbook, the Court of Appeals held
18

that the arbitration provision was not an enforceable
agreement, and thus, the lawsuit could proceed in
the trial court. Notably, had the employer issued arbitration agreements separate and apart from the
employee handbook, and without the disclaimer, the
arbitration mechanism would have been binding.
Chambers underscores the importance of carefully
considering whether a purported obligation belongs
in an employee handbook or a standalone agreement.
This case is also a reminder that an employee handbook, without more, does not rise to the level of a legal
contract. Whereas anti-discrimination policies, dress
codes, and leave of absence rules belong in handbooks, other requirements – including arbitration
clauses, shortened statutes of limitations paragraphs,
and post-employment non-competition and non
solicitation provisions – are unlikely to be enforceable
unless contained within a separate agreement.
If you have questions, contact us today at 248.477.6300.
www.insuranceagencylawyer.com
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INTRODUCING

A Practical Approach to
Health Benefits for the
Self-Employed

No Doll

With a nationwide PPO network, IHA Health is a
health care solution that provides you with exclusive
access to an affordable ACA Compliant health plan. A
health plan that is made entirely of healthy to
moderately healthy insureds. A sustainable way to
keep premiums down each and every year.

With IHA Health, you can gain
control of your health care costs
without sacrificing benefits!
THE IHA HEALTH ADVANTAGE:
• No Maximum Limits
• National PPO Network
• No Age Banded Rates
• ACA Compliant

IHA is "INSURANCE FOR HEALTH AMERICANS"

• If Approved, NO PRE-X Limitation

Be a part of a group of Healthy Insureds to help
keep premiums in check year after year.

• Competitive Rates based on
completion of a PHQ
• Unlimited $0 Cost Tele-Medicine

SIMPLE APPLICATION PROCESS

• $20 Chiropractic Copay

Your monthly premium is calculated upon
completion of our simple Personal Health
Questionnaire (PHQ). Get your rate in 1-2
business days.

• 100% Preventive Care Coverage

PLAN ADMINISTRATION AND ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT

• Deductible Options Range from
$1500 - $7350

Payments of claims, customer service and
reporting provided by the Member Advocate
Team.

QUALITY BENEFITS
12 Comprehensive plans to chose from that
included all the 10 "Essential Benefits" in
ACA guidelines.

• Doctor, Specialist, Chiropractic
and Urgent-Care Copays

• Prescription Copays on Most
Plans
• IHA Health is NOT
o A Non-Compliant
Indemnity Plan
o The ACA Marketplace
o Faith Based Shared Plan

SEPTEMBER
2022Benton, IL 62812
307 E. Washington,
618) 439-2911 – randy@rkhinsurance.com
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LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE
BY LEZLEE LILJENBERG, CIC, MLIS, CRIS, PA

Times are very trying for many in the insurance
industry right now.

Chasing new business and not having enough time
to service existing customers.
Not enough help from our corporations to sufficiently
help customers.
Chatting all day for answers; often with no results.
Commission cuts.
Difficulty finding good help.
The list goes on and on. As small business owners
we are very aware of the issues in productively managing these areas of our offices. The struggle is real!
I have a couple of questions though.
When did you last go out and share a good time
together with your employees?
When is the last time you laughed with your
team? Just a good ole fashioned belly laugh?
20

When have you spent time on each person as individuals-with no focus on customers, the company or anything related to sales or service?

If you answered any of these questions with words
like “it has been forever” or “I can’t remember”, then
maybe it is time to “make” this happen for the health
of your business, you, and your staff. Research has
shown that laugher can help in relieving pain, bring
greater happiness and to even assist with our immune system.
Laughter reduces stress hormones such as cortisol
and endorphins. It can provide physical and emotional release as well as providing an internal workout.
It can bring the focus away from anger, guilt, stress
and negative emotions. It can truly help us change
our perspective on a particular issue, topic or person.
Laughter is a tranquilizer with no side effects so you
can maintain a “drug-free” environment while winding down from an uncomfortable moment.
When your team seems dull and lifeless an injection
of humor and laughter just might be the ticket to
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turning the day, week or month around. It can wake
them up and turn a frown upside down.
“I love people who make me laugh. I honestly
think it’s the thing I like most, to laugh. It cures a
multitude of ills. It’s probably the most important
thing in a person.”
― Audrey Hepburn
You may be thinking, “Well that all sounds good and
fine, but we are too busy to laugh and have fun!” Remember in the beginning of this article I used the
word “make”. There are times that we must put forth
the effort to produce opportunities to giggle, smile
and roll with laughter. Here are a few easy and inexpensive ways to bring the laughter to you.
1. Find a funny movie, bring in lunch, lock the
doors, forward the phones, gather round and
give everyone permission to enjoy.
2. Celebration Days-have each team member
pick their favorite Day of the Year, give them
$50-100 and let them create the fun around
that day. For instance, October 1st is International Coffee Day. They could use the money
to bring in coffee for the team. Let them be
creative and adventurous with the activity.
3. Want something that is a quick pick-meup? Then find motivational and humorous
videos on YouTube and show it at the end
of your weekly team meeting. Keep it clean
and make sure you are inclusive of everyone.
Sticking with children and pet videos are
always pretty safe.
There are thousands of ideas out there so do a
little research and find enjoyable and interactive
exercises to spread the smiles. A good leader
also participates and joins in on the fun.

Though being totally frustrated at myself
when misplacing keys, reading glasses, coat,
________________________ (fill in the blank) it
made me “real” to my team. They started teasing
me and laughing when I had to go back into the
office to retrieve the missing item.
Allowing myself to see the irony in always forgetting something (and the fear that I was getting
dementia) let my staff see the humor and it gave
them a good laugh every time I was heading out
the door.
Never be too vain or stuffy to miss the humor in
certain situations. It is not about being flippant.
It is about being happy and there are times we
need to “fake it til we make it”.
“The human race has only one really effective
weapon and that is laughter.”
― Mark Twain
So, take a minute right now and find one thing to
laugh out loud about. Now pull up Google and figure
out one activity that you will implement in your business to engage everyone in a moment of laughter for
the soul. Try it and see if it makes a difference within
your people, interaction with clients and productivity.
In closing I share this with you:
Proverbs 17:22 tells us,
“A merry heart doeth good like a medicine: but a
broken spirit drieth the bones.”
Keep the bones of your business strong by adding a
little fun, frivolity, and laughter any time you can. The
positive results might amaze you!

“To Laugh at Yourself is to Love Yourself”
-Mickey Mouse
Do you ever laugh at yourself, or do you beat
yourself up for some mistake or a situation you
got yourself into? Laughing at yourself rather
than beating yourself up will relieve a stressful
moment. I truly laugh at myself every day. I mean
I really crack up at some antic that I pulled and
most times I am not even aware that I did it!
SEPTEMBER 2022
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COMMON FARMERS AGENT INQUIRIES:
SELLING/TERMINATING AGENCY,
CONTRACTUAL ISSUES AND LEGAL UPDATES
JEFF FELGER – UFAA LEGAL ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR

August 2022 was my first anniversary as UFAA Legal
Activities Director. Most of my activities have been
focused answering Farmers Agent inquiries. It’s
amazing how many of the inquiries received are from
non-UFAA members. Most of these inquiring parties
pay the annual membership fee to get the information
they seek. When probing into why these folks are not
members, I have gotten the following feedback:
i.

New Agents (<5 – years) & New Farmers
entry states (East Coast): We were not
aware of the association, or the benefits
provided.

ii.

Older Agents aware of Organization:
a. Typically agree with many of UFAA’s “Voice
Magazine” stances on topics, however, never
thought they would need assistance .
b. Farmers Insurance management could be
retaliator (Not the case---many long-term
members of the organization have not seen
implications). This professional non-profit
organization promotes Farmers Agent’s
interests.
c. Too selfish or Cheap to pay for membership.

Speaking to UFAA non-member Farmers Agents….
Farmers management cannot legally target you
because you are a member of our professional association. We seek to completely inform our members
on issues within the Agency force and we also strive
to convey achievable solutions to convey, so that
Farmers’ Agents within our organization sing in
harmony when in discussion with Farmers’ upper
management. If you still think Farmers would target
you……, why do you have a customer base and your
Appointment Agreement with Farmers? I believe I’m
a very informed 24-year Farmers Agent and 20-year
UFAA member. When discussing current issues with
Farmers’ upper management at Toppers or other
venues, I truly believe these folks appreciate the
SEPTEMBER 2022

fact that I’m well versed and challenge them with
issues and potential solutions. Many times, they do
not agree with the issue and/or potential solution,
however, I believe they respect my opinion.

The agendas of Farmers Management and Farmers
Agents will never align, however, if we work together
better to come up with win-win solutions the Farmers
organization improves (customers, employees, agencies, and Zurich). I like the similar analogy within
politics, if Democratic and Republican agenda issues
could find a way to gravitate or find leaders to get to
the middle ground our country would be way better
off. We need more Farmers’ Agent’s voices singing
the same tune, non-members please join today.
Many of the long-term members of our organization
have either retired or moved in another direction.
If we do not get new members, this organization
will dissolve, and Farmers Agents will not have our
current resources. This includes our alternative and
better E&O plan, quarterly published magazine, attorney referral, and the other information non-members
seem to reach for only they need this organization.
Getting back to my role as Legal Activities Director,
most of my inquiries have revolved around the below
topics:
1. Agent’s planning on retiring/terminating
their Farmers Agent Appointment Agreement
(AAA) with Farmers: Selling/Buying Agencies,
how to resign or exercise transfer of Agency to
Family member (available in older contracts).
2. What’s the Market Value of My Agency: How
does that compare to Independent Agencies?
What Agency characteristics increase/decrease
market value? Where to find 3rd parties to
determine the market value of your agency.
3. Captive Agent-based Class-Action Lawsuits
& Updates: California (CA) Farmers Agent
misclassification lawsuit and proposed
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settlement, CA Farmers Agent age discrimination, National Association of Professional
Allstate Agents, Inc. (NAPAA) lawsuit [breach
of contract] against Allstate Insurance
Company.
4. Concerning Letters to Agencies: Loss of
policies in force (low new business and/or
retention). This is a precursor letter to the 90-day
termination notice letter. District Manager
conveying staffing requirements, and Agency
Website/Domain Name Trademark Issues.
5. AAA Contract Questions: Contract Value
Determination and Non-compete language.
6. Referrals to attorneys familiar with Farmers
contract & issues: Buy/Sell agreements,
Farmers AAA Contract Issues (misrepresentation [risk, documents, etc.], FGI ownership
of policyholder expirations lists, non-compete,
termination, etc.), and un-professional behavior
of District Manager.
7. Farmers Management Limiting Agent Access:
Kraft Lake Choice Program or Purchasing existing agencies.

24

Please feel free to inquire on any of the above subjects, should you need assistance. Additionally,
at the 2022 National Convention, we will have a
short presentation on tips for selling/buying and/
or terminating and receiving contract value. We
will also give you some tips on where to obtain 3rd
party market valuation of your agencies and how
to increase the market value of your agency.
Know it’s been a challenging year for each Farmers
Agent, dealing with the continually changing technology environment when conducting business
with Farmers Insurance [Apex, PolicyCenter, New
Foremost 360, Technology & premium Customer
Experience issues, etc.]. Be proud that Farmers in my
opinion still provides a premium claims experience.
Also, know that your clients trust and thank your
agency for minimizing their pain as agencies typically hide the customer from dealing with Farmers’
disruptions. Let’s hope and pray that this next year
we can grow our Professional Organization membership to further protect the livelihood of each
Farmers agent!
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As a little girl I dreamed of being an insurance agent. Said no one ever! Well, As a little girl I dreamed of being
an insurance agent. Said no one ever! Well, unless you had family in the industry and know it’s the best kept
professional secret. My dream was to be the next Paula Abdul and choreograph dances on MTV. Who would
have known that MTV would be irrelevant and creating new dance moves wouldn’t be a lucrative career?
So…. I ended up becoming a lawyer.
It wasn’t until years later that this insurance secret was shared with me at a conference I was speaking at. I
was giving an update to insurance agents on the ramifications new proposed laws would have on the insurance industry. It was the first time in my life I had met an insurance agent, let alone 200. Frankly, I couldn’t
have told you who my insurance agent was at the time. Litigating insurance and working on insurance legislation was my passion. Yes, passion and insurance can be used in the same sentence. After listening to
many agents, I discovered that they made three times more money than I did and worked about half of the
hours. These were of course agents that had spent countless hours and years building their agency to a
point that they didn’t have to put in 12-hour days anymore. These agents were helping people in their community and still able to attend their kid’s soccer games. What was the secret to this amazing profession?
Residual income.
It’s not that I didn’t know what residual income was, but once I understood residual income on insurance premiums! Well, let’s just say I specifically remember saying, “I’m in the wrong profession.” The lawyer in me got
to work researching: how does one grow this residual income and keep it? It seemed simple at the time.
Provide your clients with options, take good care of them, and they won’t leave you. You and I both know if
it was that simple everyone would be doing it. My research concluded that it was imperative to have a high
close ratio and retention rate, which led me to the independent agency model. Independent agents had the
ability to give their clients options, the importance of which gave them a 70% close ratio and 95% retention
rate. To further my research, I spoke with over 100 independent agents across the country to learn how does
one build an independent agency? After speaking with the agents, I discovered that they experienced the
same struggles with opening and growing an independent agency.
Access to Carriers: Sure, they could get some
Production Requirements: This really kept them up
appointments, but not enough to be competitive in the at night. If they didn’t meet each carriers’ requiremarketplace.
ments, they risked losing the appointment. Lose one
and it’s not likely to get more.
No Support/Training. An independent agent was just Auditing Commissions: Agents didn’t have the time
that, independent. If they had questions, they would
or resources to audit each carrier to be sure they were
have to take the time to figure it out on their own, rath- getting paid properly. This meant hiring an accountant
er than having support when they needed it.
or crossing their fingers it was correct.
Overhead: Truly being out on your own was expensive Managing Carrier Relationships: Agents felt they
since you couldn’t capitalize on economy of scale.
spent more time managing carrier relationships than
growing their agency.

My husband, Larry Pratt, who spent 26 years in the insurance industry and was truly the insurance guru,
concluded that we could help independent agents with these problems, and voila! Chambers Bay Insurance
Group was founded. We help remove the obstacles that owning an independent agency can have. Giving
agents higher close ratios, higher retention rates, and better commissions. Oh, I still have some awesome
dance moves, unless you ask my kids. But my passion now resides in helping people grow their independent
agency. Let us help you by going to www.joincbig.com today.
SEPTEMBER 2022
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Allstate Unveils New Comp Structure for Agents for
2023
Allstate this week proposed a series of changes to its captive agent network that include
changes in its renewal commission structure and boosting focus on winning new
business.
By Varada Bhat | June 29, 2022
Allstate this week proposed a series of changes to its captive agent network that include changes in
its renewal commission structure and boosting focus on winning new business.
The Northbrook, Ill.-based insurer will renew monoline auto policies written in 2023 at a commission
of 4% and standard auto policies will renew at a commission of around 7%, down from pre-2023
business that renews at 8% or 9%, according to people familiar with the development.
In addition, specialty auto will renew at 7%, non-standard auto at 4%, non-standard specialty auto at
4%, property at 7%, and commercial at 7%, the carrier said in its Agent Town Hall meeting Tuesday.
In all, starting 2023, Allstate says that it will be upping the new business “effective compensation
rate” for its captive agents to 25%-30% from 17%-20%.
Allstate didn’t respond to a request for comment by deadline.
Relations between the company and its agents have soured to the point that the National
Association of Professional Allstate Agents or NAPAA sued the company in federal court last year,
alleging multiple breaches of contract.
The latest changes come after CEO Tom Wilson said in its

Related Content
January 14, 2022

Allstate Takes a Loss in Legal Battle with
Captive Agents
October 13, 2021

Allstate Tells Captive Agents to Use New
Phone System, or Say Goodbye

stockholder meeting held on May 24, 2022, how the
insurer is looking to alter agent compensation to
align with customer value. “More compensation was
paid upon the initiation of the relationship and less
for ongoing renewals,” he said. “This better aligns our
business model with customer value. But it does
require agents to transition their businesses to higher
growth and lower costs.”

He further added that the National General
acquisition allowed them to leverage its network of
independent agents. “[The] combination of Encompass and National General will enable us to better
serve a broader range of customers with a stronger competitive position,” Wilson added.
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The changes the carrier is making to its captive agent networks are part of the “transformative
growth plan”, which aims to cut costs while promoting direct sales over the agent channel and
revamping agents’ commission formulas to reward new business over retention.
Allstate’s captive agents are a “shrinking breed” as their numbers drop to record-lows, according to a
Crain’s Chicago Business report. Currently, Allstate has 9,300 exclusive agents in the U.S., according
to a Securities & Exchange Commission �ling. That’s down almost 15% from two years ago, Crain’s
wrote. Northbrook, Ill.-based Allstate has upped its investment in the independent agent channel,
and that’s also re�ected in the numbers — the carrier now has ties with 7,800 independent agents,
up from 3,400 two years back.

P&C Specialist is a copyrighted publication. P&C Specialist has agreed to make available
its content for the sole use of the employees of the subscriber company. Accordingly, it
is a violation of the copyright law for anyone to duplicate the content of P&C Specialist
for the use of any person, other than the employees of the subscriber company.
An Information Service of Money-Media, a Financial Times Company
https://www.pandcspecialist.com/pc/3659784/471024?all=true
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THE SUCCESS CONTRACT
PAIGE UNDERWOOD – VICE PRESIDENT

The last two years have been particularly challenging for most people, students are no exception. I still
remember the first few months of the Covid pandemic… house full of kids (all the time), cooking and
cleaning (all the time), coaching and tutoring them
to get through their classes. We had to invent a new
normal that, in some ways, was good for us. I didn’t
see then how it would impact my kids.
Fast forward to spring of 2022. My oldest son graduated from university with a double major, still working
a part time job at a fast-food restaurant as he had all
through school. That part-time job then evolved into
a crutch that he leaned on and didn’t spend the time
and effort to focus on putting his degree to work. I
can’t blame him too much; I have had problems in the
past with focus. I’ll say it honestly, I am a procrastinator by nature. When I graduated from college, I had no
idea what to do next. I waited tables, volunteered, and
filled up my schedule… just not with the right things.
And recently I saw my son slipping down the same
path-- working, but not working “toward” anything.
What pulled me out of my funk twenty years ago
was that I created a plan for myself, much like a selfimposed contract. It involved networking in the field
I wanted to be in, having other business professionals review my resume and get honest feedback from
them. I contacted my university and asked for names
of alumni I could reach out to. I set a few goals for each
day, but not too many that I would be overwhelmed.
My contract included frequent checkpoints for me to
obtain, books to read, and daily activity. With my own
personal contract in mind, I worked on a new contract to present to my son. Considering his strengths
and weaknesses, it took several days for my husband
and I to curate a plan that was fitting for him. Here are
the components of the contract:
•

•
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Schedule- From 8am to 5pm Mon-Fri develop
Career Management Folder, including list of
employers he would like to work with, resumes,
cover letters, etc. Required reading and training to be done at home. No exceptions.
Work- Leave his part-time job. Normally I would
never encourage someone from quitting their
job before finding a new job, but in my son’s
case, his part-time job was an excuse for him
to avoid the more difficult work of starting his
professional career.

•

•

Reading/Education- Manager Tools Interviewing series https://www.manager-tools.com/ ,
Getting Things Done by David Allen, 7 Habits
of Highly Successful People by Stephen Covey,
How to Win Friends and Influence People- Dale
Carnegie- Audio Book, and several other technical books fitting for his goals.
Contribution to Home and Community- He was
also required to volunteer at least 4 hours per
week (not during his M-F 8-5 schedule) at the
place of his choosing.

Here’s what happened. He signed the contract, swallowed a big gulp of humility, and followed the plan. I
had daily meetings in the mornings with him for 30
minutes. I would go over his progress, identified areas of needed improvement, and gave encouragement. In the evenings my husband had a 30-minute
meeting with him, like his meetings with me, but with
a more technical aspect.
7 weeks later he had an offer.
I share this contract idea with you to demonstrate
what you can do in your own business. Half the battle is cutting off distractions. The other half is work.
Real work. Gritty. The stuff you don’t like doing.
What would implementing a plan like this look for the
trajectory of your agency? It might look like writing
down your goals for new business, renewal, marketing, and staff. The next thing is devising a reasonable
plan. If your geographic area is not as competitive in
a particular line of business, then it might be helpful
to pivot to other lines of business to focus on where
you can be successful. I encourage you to have attainable goals, the mental anguish of not meeting
goals could cause you to give up on the plan altogether. The next step is finding an accountability
partner. This could be your District Manager, spouse,
friend, or other agent who helps push you to succeed. There are also professional networking groups
that help entrepreneurs set and work toward these
goals (BNI, LeadsClub, UFAA, etc.).
One similar thing all agents have the tendency to do is
spend so much time working “in” the business that they
sacrifice time working “on” the business. This type of
plan could really change the direction of your agency,
and I encourage you to push yourself to greatness.
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UNDERSTANDING APATHY

ROD BARAJAS, UFAA MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR &
CHAPTER 70 (NATIONAL) PRESIDENT

Apathy is a lack of interest or concern characterized
by indifference and an “I don’t care” attitude. When
a person is apathetic, they lack passion for virtually
everything; there’s a loss of motivation accompanied
by a lack of emotion (either positive or negative).
Other symptoms include a general passivity, a lack of
initiative, low emotional energy, and an overarching
social disengagement.
These individuals approach life in a disinterested,
passive manner. They are not self-initiating, and
those who supervise them feel like they are “pushing
a rope.”
Where Apathy Comes From
Apathy and indifference can be the result of many
different sources.
•

Hopelessness — the belief that you’ll never
reach your goals.

•

Powerlessness – a sense that there’s nothing
they can do to change the situation.

•

Fatalism – “it’s all going to hell in a
handbasket,” so why do anything?

•

Boredom – many employees are in a position
that under-utilizes their skills and are “bored
to death.”

•

Meaninglessness — when employees don’t
see the connection between what they do
and the end product or service the organization provides.

•

Learned helplessness — through being
micromanaged and having their actions
undercut by others.

•

Not feeling valued – when employees don’t
feel appreciated by their colleagues, their
motivation declines significantly.

care” and has low energy. Start by sharing your observations: “Steve, I’ve noticed that you often don’t
seem very excited about your work.” Follow by checking in with them (versus stating your observation as a
fact): “Is that a fair statement?”
If they confirm your observation(s) are correct, then
share your concerns about them as a person: “I’m
concerned for you – I don’t want you to drag yourself
through the day or hate what you are doing. Can you
help me understand your thoughts and perspective?”
This step is essential because other factors outside
of work can create challenges for them: not feeling
well physically, marital stress, financial difficulties,
depression… If they identify an external source of
their struggles, offer support and see what (not if)
you could do that might be helpful. (Often, a referral
or recommendation to a professional or organization
is needed.)
Assuming no major external issue affects their attitude toward work, I would suggest printing the
above list of reasons for people feeling apathetic
and talking through the list with the employee. For
example, “Steve, there are many reasons people get
discouraged and aren’t energized about what they
are doing. Look at this list and tell me which of these
seem relevant to you.”
We don’t have the time and space to address the
corrective actions for each source but work together
with your team member to find out what you could
do differently that would be helpful and then identify some action they can take to make their situation
better. Don’t let them off the hook without specifying an activity they can handle. Don’t leave without
setting up a time and date (typically within a week)
to check back with one another on each action step.
Otherwise, there is a high probability that no follow-through will actually happen.

Attacking Apathy
The best place to begin is to have an individual discussion with the team member that seems to “not
30
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ARE WE IN A RECESSION?
JOHN HALL – UFAA TREASURER

If I wanted to see if it was raining in the Congo, I could
pull up a weather app and find out quickly. If I wanted to see if a certain sports team won or lost, I could
google it and find out in a minute. But if I wanted to
find out if we are in a recession or not, that would be
more difficult because the act of defining a recession
is not as easy as you think.
The popular definition is two straight quarters of
declining economic growth. However, the technical
definition, per the (NBER) National Bureau of Economic Research says it is “a significant decline in
economic activity spread across the market, lasting
more than a few months, normally visible in real GDP,
real income, employment, industrial production, and
wholesale-retail sales.”

This raises more questions than answers. First, how
do you define “significant?” How many months is a
“few?” Two? Three? Four? Finally, what if you see a
decline in GDP, but not in employment? Is it still a
recession?
Over the past decade or so, economic data has been
weaponized by politicians hoping to win the next

round of the political football. Every time there’s slowdown in the economy, the party that hold power in
Washington has an incentive to declare “Everything
is fine” so that they can stay in power. And the party
that wants to be in power has the incentive to say,
“Everything’s falling apart.”
Earlier I mentioned the NBER which is a small group
of economists called the “Business Cycle Dating
Committee.” This is the body that officially declares a
recession. They are officially part of the government
and have a long history of nonpartisanship. This committee does not analyze whether we’re in a recession
in real time. Instead, they take months to make the
call, usually waiting until the evidence is overwhelming and undeniable. Sometimes the recession has
come and gone before the committee says anything.
Their research is for the benefit of historians and
economists who are seeking to learn from the past.
Not politicians and pundits who are looking for easy
talking points. So, it may be a long time before we
officially know the answer. In the meantime, take everything you hear in the media, or out of Washington
with a grain of salt.

Become a UFAA Member Today
We are “AGENTS HELPING AGENTS”®
Some of the benefits you receive with your membership:
Access to Alternate E&O coverage
Telehealth
Health Insurance Program
National Convention
Agent Referral Program
Exit Strategies
Legal Discussions
Tax Guide
Full Archive of The Voice Magazine
Understanding Your E&O Policy
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Allstate, Ex-Employee Settle Trade Secrets, Image Rights Claims

Bloomberg Law News 2022-08-10T19:58:42299741708-04:00

Allstate, Ex-Employee Settle Trade Secrets, Image Rights
Claims
By Kyle Jahner 2022-08-09T12:37:12000-04:00
• Ex-employee won claim Allstate used identity after he left
• Publicity rights award, trade secrets claims were trial-bound
Allstate Life Insurance Co. and a former employee settled the insurer’s trade secrets claims along
with the employee’s successful right of publicity counterclaim in New York federal court.
Allstate agreed to stop using James Mota’s name, image, and likeness, while Mota promised not to
disclose or use any confidential AllState information, according to the dismissal order in the US
District Court for the Southern District of New York. Mota also agreed to return or destroy any Allstate
property with its trademarks.
Mota had convinced the court to grant him summary judgment in May, establishing Allstate was liable
for using his name and image in marketing emails after Mota left for rival Prudential. Allstate failed to
secure summary judgment on its trade secrets claims, which were heading toward trial along with the
publicity rights damages it would owe Mota.
The settlement terms outlined in the dismissal order didn’t address any monetary exchange.
Allstate’s February 2021 complaint said Mota accessed confidential customer information shortly
before his January 2020 resignation and then began soliciting Allstate customers for Prudential,
violating confidentiality and non-compete contracts he’d signed with Allstate.
Mota, who the court said had been named “Best in Company” in 2017 and 2018 as the “top
performing solo producer in the company in the country,” hit back with counterclaims. Allstate sent
874 emails to 666 different individuals with Mota’s name, signature, and image without his consent.
It continued to do so for months after Mota’s July 2020 cease-and-desist email, which he sent the day
after Allstate’s own demand to stop using its information and soliciting its customers, the court said
while granting Mota summary judgment.
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Allstate, Ex-Employee Settle Trade Secrets, Image Rights Claims

The court rejected Allstate’s argument that it was the employee’s responsibility to withdraw consent to
using their name and likeness in marketing emails upon departure. It also rejected the notion that
Allstate wasn’t liable because the emails were inadvertent and automatically sent, and faulted Allstate
for not following Southern District rules during litigation.
Judge Lewis J. Liman presided over the case.
Dinsmore & Shohl LLP and Martenson Hasbrouck and Simon LLP represent Allstate. Kluger Healey
LLC represent Mota.
The case is Allstate Life Ins. Co. v. Mota , S.D.N.Y., No. 21-908, agreed order for dismissal 8/8/22 .
To contact the reporter on this story: Kyle Jahner in Washington at kjahner@bloomberglaw.com
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Jay-Anne B. Casuga at jcasuga@bloomberglaw.com
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PGI?

We have over 500+ PGI
agents ready to buy P&C
agencies coast-to-coast!
Don't want to deal with...
Difficult Buyers?
Inexperienced Agents?
Window Shoppers?
Issues with Buyer Funding?

PGI Pays Cash!
Get your price. But from someone
with the hands-on experience to
perpetuate the
success you built.
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Or Contact : acquisitions@pgiagents.com

"Becoming a PGI
agency owner is
the best decision I
ever made. Now my
agency is thriving."
Loretta D.

PGI IS TAKING
OVER THE INSURANCE
WORLD
Benefits of Partnering With Premier Group Insurance
22 Years Successfully Converting Insurance Entrepreneurs to the IA Channel.
Access to Over 200+ National, Regional, & Local Insurance Carriers.
Leading & New Contract Options - Including Full Ownership.
Proven Marketing Programs - Insurance Soup Partnership.
Unparalleled Technology, Training, & Support.
Nearly $650 Million in Written Premium!

Follow Loretta's story!
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CHAPTER PRESIDENTS
NATIONAL CHAPTER (70)
*Represents States without Chapters
Rod Barajas
(P) 714-867-7632 rbarajas@ufaa.com
(P) 314-631-7898 no@ufaa.com
ARIZONA • NEW MEXICO (43)
JR Couch, Tempe, AZ
(P) 480-839-4300 chapter43@ufaa.com

NEBRASKA • IOWA (19)
Tom Dahulick, Omaha, NE
(P) 402-573-8977 chapter19@ufaa.com

CALIFORNIA (02, 10)
(02) Jim Melin, San Jose
(P) 408-272-1700 chapter02@ufaa.com

OHIO • CONNECTICUT • MARYLAND • NEW JERSEY
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Dennis Long, Galion, OH
(P) 419-468-1352 chapter44@ufaa.com

(10) Julian Buck, Glendora
(P) 626-335-6800 chapter10@ufaa.com
COLORADO (46)
Steve Dugger, Loveland
(P) 970-691-7469 chapter46@ufaa.com
IDAHO (28)
Kevin Pfleger, Boise
(P) 208-871-8724 chapter28@ufaa.com
ILLINOIS • INDIANA (21)
Anil Sharma, Homer Glen, IL
(P) 630-854-0997 chapter21@ufaa.com
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SOUTH DAKOTA (45)
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(P) 616-281-2888 chapter45@ufaa.com
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Steve Hooper, Kalispell, MT
(P) 406-752-4357 chapter51@ufaa.com
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Lowell Yost, Portland
(P) 503-313-2741 chapter14@ufaa.com
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(33) Ray Ruiz, El Paso
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(36) Jeff Felger, Austin
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